2023 - 2024 UNC PM&R RESIDENTS

PGY-4’s

Kaitlyn DeHority, MD  
SUNY Upstate Medical University

Marina Kodsi, DO  
Lake Erie COM

Michael Melson, MD  
Medical University of SC

PGY-3’s

Taylor Baker, DO  
Touro University Nevada COM

Hagar Elgendy, MD  
University of Cincinnati COM

Sierra McLean, MD  
University of Utah SOM

Raveen Sugantharaj, DO  
Marian University COM

PGY-2’s

Nigel "Biola" Brinson, MD  
University of North Carolina SOM

James Lau, MD  
Eastern Virginia Medical School

Anthony Reedy, MD  
University of Tennessee COM

Sidney Tucker, MD  
University of Tennessee COM

PGY1’s

Camille Beaton, DO  
Rocky Vista University COM

Polly Creveling, MD  
University of Utah SOM

Cameron Moon, MD  
University of Toledo COM

Elyse Smilnak, DO  
Edward Via COM